
INDULGENCE
IS ALWAYS
IN SEASON

Chocolates

EXPERIENCE THE
DELIGHTFUL RANGE OF



SIGNATURE TRIO



Made with the �nest ingredients and 
delicious cocoa, this chocolate is re�ned 
to the �nest particle size (approx. 20 
micron) for an exquisite taste and texture.

PURE.
CLASSICALLY



Rich creamy milk and delicious cocoa 
promise a truly exquisite experience.

DELIGHTFULLY

MILKY. 



LEGEND
The classic combination of crunchy almonds, 
handpicked juicy raisins and smooth dark 
chocolate is now perfected.

RENEWED 



CLASSIC DARK



Finest cocoa beans give you a robust 
bitterness that is sure to tantalise your taste 
buds. It’s 75% cocoa and 100% heaven.

IRRESISTIBLY 
BITTER



Masterfully crafted, Bitter 90% is smooth 
and rich, with a deliciously intense taste. 
Perfect for the truly sophisticated palates.

SO BITTER.
SO GOOD.



Containing 99% cacao sourced from some 
of the �nest cocoa producing regions of the 
world, this is pure bliss for the most evolved 
chocolate connoisseur.

THE 100% CHOCOLATE

EXPERIENCE.



PREMIUM DARK



Orange extracts from Netherlands are infused 
in intense dark chocolate made from the �nest 
cocoa beans to offer an unforgettable taste.

TROPICAL
ODYSSEY 



MOCHALICIOUS
The bold �avour and aroma of coffee is blended with the velvety
texture of �ne dark chocolate to treat your senses, from �rst sight 
to the very last bite.



0% GUILT.
100% EXQUISITE. 

Surrender yourself to a truly rich and mesmerising
chocolate experience, sans the guilt.



ORIENTAL
Indulge in the ecstatic pleasure of dark cocoa, 
enriched with the goodness of green tea 
extracts that is sure to scintillate your taste 
buds and mood. 

EXPERIENCE



EXOTIC MILK 
CHOCOLATES

AND 
EXCLUSIVE WHITE 

CHOCOLATES 



MATCHLESS

A velvety blend of the �nest cocoa and freshly- 
sourced camel milk, Amul Camel Milk Chocolate 
is a unique and impeccable treat, that will 
delight your taste buds like never before.

EXCELLENCE



UNPARALLELED

Made from the �nest cocoa, roasted and ground 
with extreme �nesse, this delicious treat is made 
from chocolate that’s imported from Belgium.

RICHNESS



Re-experience childhood wonder of magical 
crystal-pops, now combined with smooth milk 
chocolate that will leave you wanting more. 

AN ODE TO 
CHILDHOOD



A tempting combination of smooth and rich milk 
chocolate studded with crunchy hazelnuts, this 
chocolate is a match made in heaven. 

NUT-LOVERS 
REJOICE



Enjoy this nutty combination of deliciously 
milk chocolate with crunchy californian 
almonds and juicy raisins. 

THE FEEL-GOOD
CHOCOLATE



LOADED WITH

Indulge in exquisite white chocolate with a 
fruity twist of Raspberries, Cranberries and 
Blueberries in every bite.

GOODNESS



TANGY
Bite into smooth, white chocolate and let the 
freshness of tangy lemon peels greet you for a 
refreshingly different chocolate experience.

LEMON.



INDIA
SINGLE ORIGIN MILK CHOCOLATE

Treat yourself with a heavenly combination of 
rich and creamy milk chocolate mixed with the 
�nest cocoa sourced from the Karavali region 
of Dakshin Kannad.



POCKET SIZED
DELIGHTS



EASY TO CARRY
EASY TO LOVE

Treat your taste-buds with rich and �avourful 
chocolates, whenever and wherever you want. 
Carry your source of indulgence along with you.



ALCHEMY OF
SINGLE ORIGIN

DARK CHOCOLATES



Exceptional cocoa beans from Vicuna in Peru, 
offer a sweet caramel taste that is sure to give 
you an intense chocolate experience.

AMAZONIAN
DELIGHT 



A truly sensorial delight, cacao in this chocolate 
composes nutty, sweet, yet bitter �avours for a 
bewitching experience.

TANZANIA’S BEST 
DELIVERED



Rich cocoa from Venezuela harbours a distinctive 
bitter and nutty �avour with a tinge of sweetness 
and cream to offer an indulgence unlike any other.

SEDUCTION IN
EVERY BITE



Let the majestic taste of cocoa sourced from 
Arriba Nacional sweep you off your feet.

LUXURY IN
EVERY BITE 



Cocoa from Cartagena de Indias is a symphony of 
rich taste accentuated by nutty and spicy notes 
that are sure to leave you speechless. 

SATISFYING BITE, 
EVERY TIME



Lose yourself in the nutty, fruity, sweet yet 
acidic �avour of cocoa from Madagascar that 
is sure to overwhelm your palate.

ENRAPTURE
YOUR SENSES



A woody and spicy full-�avoured cocoa sourced 
from the �elds of Vidama takes your palate on an 
unforgettable adventure.

BEAUTIFUL 
LIKE THE NIGHT



Tropical Karavali region in South Karnataka 
infuses magic into cocoa beans. They’re robust 
with waves of bitter-sweet richness that is sure 
to takeover your senses. 

PRIDE OF
INDIA



CHOCOLATE
ON THE GO



A crunchy and delectable wafer bar enrobed 
in dark chocolate that you would want to go 
back to again and again.

OBSESSION
AWAITS



Chocolate’s youthful avatar is here. Bite into crispy 
wafer dipped in delicious creamy Chocolayer.

PERFECTION 
IS A BITE AWAY



ULTIMATE CHOCOLATE 

This chocolate bar is what dreams are made 
of. Almond marshmallow coated with creamy 
milk chocolate makes for an experience you 
will not forget in a hurry.

EXPERIENCE



EAT. SET. GO.
This bar packs a punch. Filled with cereals, fruits and
nuts coated with premium Amul chocolate. This bar is
just what you need to replenish your energy.



BITE SIZED
HEAVEN



KINGDOM’S HERE
ANIMAL 
Delicious, creamy chocolates in animal forms are
what make childhood fun. 



MINI BITES. GREAT 
LOVE AFFAIR. 
Irresistibly smooth and creamy chocolates 
that are a true indulgence.



Crunchy almonds are enrobed in luxurious 
chocolate to give you a truly delightful experience. 

DECADENT
DREAM



Deliciously dark chocolate and mint make for 
a luxurious chocolate experience that keeps 
you feeling cool and refreshed.

EXPERIENCE
MINTY FRESHNESS.



PACKET FULL OF
HAPPINESS



Melt-in-the-mouth creamy milk and beautiful cocoa 
create a bite-sized combination which is hard to 
resist. That’s why, every pack has 50 minis or 
20 minis, each made through world-class re�ning.

WHEN ONE
ISN’T ENOUGH



BITE SIZED
DELICIOUSNESS
An exquisite taste of rich dark chocolate is yours 
for the taking. Choose your indulgence between 
20 minis or 50 minis and leave the world behind.



FOR THE BAKER
IN YOU



Sometimes, you need to live life king-sized. That’s 
why, we at Amul have various institutional packs 
which can be used as base for bakery, confectionery 
and ice creams. Choose the one that perfectly suits 
your requirement.

MEGA CELEBRATIONS
DESERVE MEGA LOVE.

Milk
Chocolate

Milk
Compound

Dark
Chocolate

White
Chocolate

White
Compound DROPS CALLETS

Dark
Compound



MELTING
INDULGENCE



Chocolate
Syrup

Caramel
Syrup

Strawberry
Syrup

Desserts or treats, make everything a little more 
delightful with these delicious syrups.

DELICIOUS
SYRUPS



For business enquiries,
please contact

  chocolates@amul.coop
Gujarat Co-operative Milk Marketing

Federation Ltd. (Amul), 
Amul Dairy Road, P.O. Box No. 10,
Anand - 388 001, Gujarat, India.


